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Meats

High meat prices prompted the USDA to forecast food inflation 
of 3% this year. The highest rate since 2011.

Seafood

Domestic catfish are still experiencing industry-wide shortages. 
Please utilize imported catfish as a direct substitute and 
pangasius as an alternative substitute. 

West Coast Produce

The fresh produce industry across many growing regions in 
multiple states as well as in Mexico, continues to be challenged 
on several core commodity items. Several items are on alert.

Whole birds are slightly up. Jumbo breasts saw a decrease. 
Jumbo tenders are down as there is ample supply and 
demand has slowed greatly. Wings demand stayed high 
due to increase sporting activities and sizable foodservice 
demand. The back half stayed steady.

Due to lack of exports to China, as a result of China's Golden 
Week holiday, soybean futures moved lower last week. Corn 
exports to Mexico were large, which helped boost the 
futures market. Soybean futures moved lower due to 
trading activity. We are seeing tightness in the Canola oil 
market causing values to increase.

Ribs and tenderloins continue to be hard to find as retailers 
already started to buy for the end of the year. Chucks and 
rounds have seen a mix of price and activity, with chuck 
rolls. Flats and eyes are moving up and clods and insides are 
trending steady to slightly lower. As for strips and short 
loins, there is continued weakness that has yet to find a 
bottom.

The cheese markets continued to increase last week; 
however, the processed cheese markets increased more 
rapidly. The butter markets are trending down as 
inventories are adequate. All white shell egg sizes increased 
within a range of +$0.06-$0.18, with jumbo increasing the 
least and medium increasing more.

Pork demand continues to be strong and hog futures are 
still on the rise. Retail and exports continue to drive the butt 
market higher going into next week. Loins are on the same 
trends as butts as retailers have ads throughout the month 
of October. Supply on tenderloins is extremely tight. 
Packers are beyond their limits on backribs, and the market 
continues to run higher.

Global pollock stocks starting to tighten due to mostly small 
fish being caught. Frozen tuna supply tightening up as 
demand returns as foodservice returns to closed markets. 
Domestic catfish is still experiencing industry wide 
shortages. Imported catfish is a good alternative. Sockeye 
salmon harvest ended the season at 94%.
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Hot House

Asparagus-Alert

L.E. Cucumbers demand exceeds supply. 
Volume expected to improve in 7 – 10 days. 
Mini peppers demand exceeds supplies.

Market active as demand exceeds 
supplies. Volume from Mexico is slow 
to improve due to very high heat. 
Cooler weather next week should 
help to bring on better production 
towards the end of the week. Peru 
volume is steady to improving 
helping the East market to remain in 
better shape with product. 

Corn

Supplies are very light, and quality is fair. 
Georgia has started; however, much of the 
early crop is percentage corn and small ears. 
Expect tight supply and active markets for 
the next couple weeks.

Avocados Broccoli & Cauliflower Lettuce and Leaf-ALERT

Mexico volume increasing weekly 
with sizes trending to 48s and larger 
with limited harvest on 60s and 
smaller. Quality is good with excellent 
maturity. Limited supplies of #2 
avocados. California production has 
wrapped up for most suppliers for the 
season.

Quality is fair to good.  The markets 
on broccoli have improved due to 
less demand and more product 
slowly becoming available in the 
marketplace.  Cauliflower is now 
unsettled due to decreasing supply. 
Expect to see the markets continue to 
be unsettled through October. 

Markets on all romaine, iceberg, and 
leaf lettuces remain volatile.  Planting 
disruptions coupled with increasing 
quality issues in the fields has led to 
the current market conditions.  
Expect markets to be unsettled and 
challenged for the month of October 
on all packs of commodity and value 
added packs. 

Eggplant

Supplies remain light for the East. Quality is 
good, and the market is strong. California 
supplies are very limited. Quality is fair and 
expected to go through October. 

Cremini Mushrooms

Green Beans-Alert Cucumbers Peppers-ALERT

Supplies are very tight, and quality is 
fair. California production winding 
down with supplies sporadic. Georgia 
is trying to get started but has been 
hampered by weather. Mexico will 
start production in 2-3 weeks.

East is seeing better supplies with 
good quality out of the new 
production areas. West supplies are 
finishing up in Baja and mainland 
Mexico is getting started. Supplies 
remain very inconsistent.

Green bell supply remains light in the 
East quality is fair and the market is 
very strong. California green bell 
supply will remain tight until mid to 
late October when new production 
areas start. Red bell supply getting 
tight and yellow bells remain very 
short. Higher demand nationwide as 
local production has slowed down.

Due to strong demand coupled by several 
crop failures, expect to see limited supply of 
cremini mushrooms till the end of the year.

Parsley & Cilantro

Mix Berries Lemons  & Limes Squash

The markets on both parsley and cilantro 
have become challenging due to quality 
issues in both backs. The previous heat 
waves caused damage in the fields and 
quality product is fair at best.

For mix berries for this week there is 
some slow improvement being see as 
overall demand has been reduced.  
Blueberries are the shortest of the 
mixed berries with imports waiting to 
start and very few coming out of 
Mexico and Argentina. Raspberries 
and blackberries are more readily 
available for shipping this week. 

Lemons-Demand is slow due to light  
demand. Supplies  and quality are 
good.  The new crop in Arizona and 
Southern California has started this 
week which will bring improved 
quality in the coming weeks.  
Limes-Currently, plenty of fruit 
crossing and lack of demand will 
allow for relief in the market. 

East seeing much better supply on 
zucchini and yellow squash. Quality is 
good and the market lower. California 
supplies should go through October. 
Mexico supplies crossing through 
Nogales starting to increase ever so 
slightly, market should moderate. 

Strawberries Oranges-ALERT Tomato-ALERT

Strawberries are starting to see some 
slow relief as production has picked 
up out of Santa Maria and Oxnard CA. 
The better quality is also to be seen 
coming out of these regions. Salinas 
and Watsonville CA continue to wind 
down their season and production 
remains hampered by the previous 
weather conditions.

Demand has been very strong as 
supplies on Valencia’s dwindle. 113 
and 138ct are especially short in 
supply and subbing up to larger sizes 
has been necessary in some cases. 
Quality is fair to good.  Navels will 
start Oct 19th.

Markets remain escalated both East 
and West on all varieties due to low 
available volume combined with 
increasing demand. Markets are 
expected to remain active until 
Florida crop is readily available in 
early/mid-November. 
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